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1. Introduction

The aim of the present paper is to focus on code-switching and

borrowing in the languages of Finnish Americans, i.e. English and

American Finnish, and to suggest a model which enables us to
account for the structural parallels of code-switching and bonowing
as pattems best described as "fizry" . Wardhaugh (1992: 116), for
one, argues that "code-switching and borrowing are different
phenomena". Ithas, however, hardly ever been quite clear where or
at which level(s) of language we can find this difference between

the two (cf. Romaine 199 5 : 142-1 61 ; Haknari 1997 : I 65 -190). What
will be suggested in this paper is that, although code-switching and

bonowing can be seen as different processes from the functional
point view, it is far more difficult, if not impossible, to distinguish
between their various structural realizations.

In view of this approach, which is perhaps best described in
terms of contact linguistics, such phenomena as borrowing and

code-switching must be seen as processes which are largely
sociolinguistically determined. How can we then characteize the
firnctional distiuction between the two? It is commonly recogrrized

that code-switching behaviour is constrained by a variety of social
factors, such as the speaker's solidarity with listeners, setting, choice

of topic, and perceived social and cultural distance (Wardhaugh

1992: 106; Romaine 1995: 125), or that code-switching is

"ultimately a matter of conversational interpretation, so that the

relevant inferential processes are strongly affected by contextual and

social presuppositions" (Gumperz 1982:68), or that "a change in the
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social situation" motivates code-switching (Tones 1989: 420),

whereas the motivation of the speaker to borrow items from another

language is, for example, to make up for a lexical gap in the native
language lexicon. Romaine ( 1 995 : I 43 ) argues that, in general, fluent
bilinguals do not switch or mix to fill lexical gaps, while evidence

from the English of marginally bilingual first-generation Finnish
Americans shows that borrowing is commonly used in this function
(Lauttamus 1990). Romaine (ibid.) firther argues that one of the

most common discourse frmctions of code-switching is to repeat the

same thing in both languages", which is also corroborated by our
data. Given that code-switching and borrowing may be seen as

frurctionally different processes, at least in the case of fluent
bilinguals, it is, however, important to acknowledge that, from the
structural point of view, the realizations of the two processes can be

described on a linguistic continuum and they merit, therefore, a more

detailed study as non-discrete categories.
If we accepted this contention, that code-switching and

bonowing are frrnctionally different whereas some oftheir sffuctural
realizations may overlap, we would be in a better position to
understand why so many efforts to categorize the structural
realizations of code-switching and bonowing have, by and large,

been less successfirl than we could have anticipated at the outset.
The research literature (cited and discussed by, e. g. Andersson 1 993 ;
Romaine 1995; Halmari 1997) shows that there is no agreement on
reliable criteria for distinguishing code-switching from borrowing,
although many of the researchers working with a contactJinguistic
framework contend that these processes be theoretically different
phenomena.

Two of the theoretical assumptions that underlie the approach

advocated in the present paper are therefore as follows. First,
borrowing and code-switching as language contact phenomena can

only be accountedfor interms ofaholistic model which incorporates
not only struchral linguistic factors but also various psycholinguistic,
sociolinguistic and pragmatic factors (cf. Romaine 1995: l2l-I22).
Second, bonowing and code-switching should be seen as two
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opposite poles on a structural linguistic continuum. In particular,

tft"ir rno.t*al realizations should be described as gradient

categories rather than as discrete ones from the synchronic point of
vieri (Lauttamus 1990, 1991, 1992; Andersson 1993; cf' also

Haugen 1953, 1956). Along the lines of our work, Myers-Scotton

(1993) regards borrowing and switching as related processes which

òr, Uá accounted for in terms of one single model. In spite of the

holistic approach we advocate, this article nevertheless focuses its

attention on the structural characteristics of code-switching and

borrowing.

2. DefÏning the Finnish-English Language Contact in the

United States

The charactenzationof the types of language contact among Finnish

Americans is not an easy task. This is due to the fact that Finnish

Americans are in general quite heterogeneous in their bilingualism

(cf. Martin 1983). It should be noted that the data described in the

present article is mostþ elicited from elderly immigrants

i"old-timers") who were in their 60s to 90s at the time of the

interviews and who had hardly any knowledge of English upon

arrival in America. It is therefore likely that recent immigrants may

show a somewhat different code-switching and borrowing behaviour

because of their proficiency in English at the time of immigration.

However, an attemptwill be made to describe apattem whichmight

best charactenze the maintenance of the ethnic language by the

Finnish immigrant generation ('first generation') and the subsequent

shift fuomAmerican Finnish into American English by the second

generation. The followin g generalizations can be made on the basis

ãf Lauttamus & Hirvonen's (1995: 57) description (based on

Karttunen L977).
on the one hand, the first-generation Firrrrish Americans can be

seen as monolinguals. As Lauttamus & Hirvonen (1995: 57) point

out, this immigrant generation "will typically go on speaking their

old-country language at home as long as they live, and carry on most
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of their social life in that language". On the other hand, they can also

be seen as "marginally bilingual, as most of them can communicate

successfully in English in some situations at least", although "Finnish

is clearly their dominant language". In general, these speakers of
English can therefore be regarded as non-fluentbilngaals with a

considerable degree ofl2 @nglish) fossilization, and as L2 learners

with varying success in leaming English (cf. Hirvonen 1982, 1988,

1993; Pietilä 1989).

The characte nzation of the language contact described above

also implies that Finnish is linguistically dominant over English,

whereas English is socially dominant over Finnish, at least "in some

situations". Using the formalism proposed by Van Coetsem (1988,

lgg0, lgg5). one of the two transfer situations can therefore be

specified as s/ to RI. In this situation English is the source language

(sl) and Finnish the recipient language (rI). The Rt (Finnish) speaker

acts as the agent ofthe transferring action, and the recipient language

is the linguistically (but not socially) dominant one.r characteristic

ofthis transfer situation ('rl agentivity') is /e;r ical borrowingwhereby
loan words are phonologically and morphologically adapted to the

patterns of the rl. The levels of phonology, morphology and syntax

('morpho-syntax') of the American Finnish spoken by the old

immigrant generation seem to be in general resistant to interference

from American English (Martin 1988; Virtaranta 1992; cf.

Thomason & Kaufrnan 1988). All this is entirely expected because

vocabulary, which is the least stable component ofthe r/, is affected

in r/ agentivity, whereas a more stable component of rl gramrnar

(e.g. phonology) is usually left intact (Van Coetsem 1988: 36, 1995:

67-68).2 The crucial feature is, however, that the first-generation

Finnish Americans still maintain their own native language.

I Note the use of capitalization to indicate linguistic dominance.

2 Van Coetsem (1995: 67-70) discusses the stability gradient of language,

which can be regarded as ,'a gauge for establishing the general effect that each

transfer type has on the RL". In most general terms, the phonology and

morpho-syntax are more stable than the lexicon.
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Although American Finnish is a heterogeneous dialect of Finnish, a
cornmon core (a set of common lexical, phonological and

morphosyntactic characteristics) is still present in all of its varieties

and idiolects. As Martin (1988) points out, it is this fact thatjustifies
the application of the name'American Firurish'to all the varieties.

With the emphasis on the linguistic outcome of the contact, the

kind of transfer type which prevails ¿tmong the first-generation
Finnish-bom Americans is therefore best described as a type of
language møintenance whereby foreign elements or features are

incorporated into a group's (linguisticatly dominant) native language

ßt) bV speakers ofthatlanguage. The outcome ofthe incorporation

of foreigrr elements is that "the native language is maintained but it
is changed by the addition of the incorporated feahlres" (Thomason

& Kaufrnan 1988: 37). This statement implies not only adaptation
but also integration. Within Van Coetsem's (1988: 9) framework
adaptation should not be confused with integration: "adaptation is an

adjustrnent to the native r/ which does not modifu that language",
whereas integration is "incorporation into the native r/ of something

that modifies that language". This distinction can be exemplified by
the English word stove, which has (at least) two variants in
American Finnish: toovi and stouvi. The former follows the
phonological pattern of the Finnish vemacula¡, in that it does not
allow consonant clusters in native words in initial position
(adaptation), whereas the latter modifies the r/ phonological pattern

by retaining the s/ consonant cluster (integration). With adaptation

the RL thus preserves its existing phonological structrne. Van
Coetsem (1995: 79) also points out that integratedness is a

continuum: a less integrated element (such as stouvi) may become
a more integrated one (such as toovi). Since Martin (1988)
demonstrates that the phonological and morphological patterns of
many feahres incorporated into American Finnish deviate from
standard Firurish or the Finnish vemacular, it is reasonable to assume

that those features are integated into, rather than adapted to, the
recipient language.
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In confast to lexical bonowing typical of language

maintenance, the interference from Finnish into the English spoken

by the first-generation Finnish Americans does not begin with
vocabulary but with sounds þhonology) and (morpho)syntax. This
pattem ofinterference fromSZ in r/is characteristic oflanguage shifi
('SL agentivity' or 'imposition'; Van Coetsem 1995: 65-66). As
Thomason and Kaufinan (1988: l 5) suggest, (interference through)
shift can also be used to refer to situations involving second language

acquisition where learners demonstrate imperfect learning as they
study a second language, although "they may not actually shift to the

TL [i.e. r/]". The authors firther state that learners'enors are to a
considerable degree comparable to "shift-induced language change".

Evidence from the English spoken by the first-generation Finnish
Americans demonstrates that the phonological and morphosyntactic
pattems often deviate from standard (American) English in the

manner typical of 'learner language' or interlonguage (cf. Pietilä
1989: 152-189; Hirvonen 1988, 1990). This corroborates the view
that the immigrant generation can also be regarded as English
learners in a naturalistic setting.

Table 1. The two transfer types and the linguistic levels predicted to be affected
by interference in the (American) Finnish - (American) English language contact
among the lst generation (Lauttamus & Hirvonen 1995: 59).

English (L2) + Finnish (Ll)
sl --+ RL

MAINTENANCE
lexicon +
phonology
morphosyntax

Finnish (L1) - EnClish (L2)
SL -+ rl
SHIFT

+
+

Symbols used: "*" : strong, "a" = moderate or unclear, "-" : weak

interference. RL, SL, as opposed to rl, sl, indicates linguistic dominance.

The transfer types characteristic ofthe first generation are depicted

in table 1. The section under maintenance represents the levels

affected by interference from English in Finnish. As noted above, it
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is primarily the level of vocabulary that is affected in the transfer

situation described as s/ to R¿. In contrast, the section wñer shift
represents the levels affected by interference from Finnish in English.

The English spoken by the first-generation Finnish Americans is

primarily affected in its phonology [+1, to a lesser extent in its
morphosyntax [+], while lexical interference is only weak [-] (cf.
Pietilä 1989: 1 3 5, 190-201 ;Lauttamus 7990: 36-44, 1 99 1 : 35). That

lexical interference from Finnish in English is weak could be

explained as follows. The restricted variety ofthe English spoken by
the immigrant generation is almost invariably used for out-group
communication only. Given that (American) English is socially (but
not linguistically) dominant over Finnish, massive lexical
interference from Finnish would therefore be less desirable for
successful communication with monolingual English speakers. The

direction of lexical interference is thus from the socially dominant
language into the socially subordinate one (Lauttamus & Hirvonen
1995: 60).

As Lauttamus & Hirvonen (1995) argue, from a synchronic
point ofview the transfer situation SLto rl described above, along
with other comparable interlanguage situations, contains features of
shift with interference. A distinction must, however, be made

between the synchronic description of the transfer situation and the
actual outcome of the shift. As evidenced by Lauttamus &
Hirvonen's (1995) description, the second-generation Finnish
Americans generally shift from the ethnic language into American
English during their teen years. This enables them to become fluent
bilinguals and achieve a virtually nativelike competence in English
(cf. Martin 1988; Pietilä 1989). Given the fact there is no evidence
of any extensive Finnish interference in the English of the shifting
speakers leads to the conclusion that the second-generation Finnish
Americans represent one of the most typical cases of shift without
interference, viz. that of "urban immigrant groups ofEuropean origin
in the United States" (Thomason & Kaufrnan 1988: 120) who
maintain their own ethnic languages for the fi¡st generation, while
their children and grandchildren shift into the English of the
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community as a whole with hardly any interference from the original

languages.

3. Data and Discussion

Given that the structural features and degree of integration into the

recipient language are used as critical parameters in the analysis of
code-switching and borrowing, evidence from Finnish-English

bilingualism in North America supports the division of the

corresponding switch and loan types into four (non-discrete)

categories: (a) code-change and (b) code-mix on the one hand, and

(c) integrated loan ('nonce loan') and (d) adapted loan oîthe other

hand. All these categories will be defined and operationalized in
more detail in the discussion of examples (1) to (18). It will also be

suggested that these switch and loan types are best regarded as

representing categories þrototypes) which have (more or less)

invariant cores but indeterminate, or "fwzy", boundaries. It should

be noted that, in marginal bilingual communities, code-switching,
bonowing and their structural realizations are essentially such

language contact phenomena that belong to the domain of speech

('parole', þerformance') rather than to the level of language ('langue',

'competence'). It is therefore debatable whether it is usefirl to
maintain any sharp distinction between langue and parole in the

description of code-switching and borrowing, either.

Table 2. A model for the description of code-switching and borrowing (cf.

Lauttamus 1991.45).

CODE-SWITCHING BORROWING

OPER.ÀTIoNAL GRATIIVTAR

CoDE-
CITANGE

CODE-l!trx INTEGRATED

LOAN

ADAPTEDLOAN

SL SL-RL RL-SL RL
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Adapting the model proposed in Lauttamus ( I 990, I 99 I ), table
2 shows how the two processes, code-switching and borrowing,
should be regarded as the opposite poles on a (structural) linguistic
gradient running from code-changes to fally adapted loans. Onthe
one hand, code-switching, as Poplack (1980: 583) suggests, is "the
alternation of two languages within a single discourse, sentence or
constituent". This definition implies that code-switching can take
place not only intersententially or intrasententially but also within a
single constituent. In addition, it suggests that there are two
grammars sequentially operational on a given sfructure. On the
other hand, borrowing refers to a process whereby "some lexical
and/or sffuctural property is integrated into a language (RL) from
another language (SL)" (Lauttamus I99 1 : 40). The term Io an is here
used to refer to those lexical items where both form and meaning are
borrowed with at least some integration into or adaptation to the
morphosyntactic and phonological system of the recipient language.
Table 2 also illustrates how the notion of operational grammar can
be used to describe which ofthe two grammars, the sowce language
(SL) or the recipient language (RI) grammar, is operational on each
linguistic category.

The section at the bottom of table2 shows how the intermediate
space, covering the categories code-mix and integrated loan, is
characteized by interaction of the two grammars: in code-mixes it
is mainly the SL gftmmar that is operational on the mixed item
within a RL constituent, while the RL grammar mainly operates on
integrated ('nonce') loans.3 It seems that in the Finnish-English
bilingual setting morphology is the most universal indicator of the
degree of grammatical integration as far as code-mixing and'nonce'
borrowing are concerned. Morphological integration as a good
criterion for distinguishing borrowing from code-switching is not,

3 Note the use of capitalization to indicate the grammatical "dominance" of the
two languages. lrlonce' borrowing usually "involves the use of single lexical
items which are syntactically and morphologically, but not always
phonologically integrated" into the RL (Romaine 1995:153).
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however, recognized by all researchers (cf. Romaine 1995: I44).
Halmari (1993: 1047 , 1997 70), for one, regards examples such as

(1) as a code-switch'.4

(1) M¿iä oon sli-nä green costume-i-ssa.

I am it-næ -INE

'I am in that green costume'

The SL (Englisþ phonology operates on the "switched" elements (in

italics), apart from the Firurish stem formant /il, which facilitates
pronunciation, and the Finnish case (inessive) morpheme {ssA},
which are assigned to the otherwise unintegrated English stem

{costume}. That the case-assignment rule fails to apply to the

premodifi er greer (as opposed to the determin er s i i + nri andthe head

ofthe NP, costume+i+ssa) is the reason why Halmari (1993,1997)
considers (l) a "switch" rather than loan: in Standard Finnish it
should be assigrred a case (green+i+ssd [INE]).s It will be

remembered, however, that it is only the adjective premodifrer green

in the NP that is not inflected. Is it then possible that green

costume+issa behaves in the same way as a compound noun from

a psycholinguistic point of view? It is not unreasonable to claim that

a structure such as this is not only processed but also recognized as

a single unit. This kind of pattem in bonowing transfer is very
common among first and second-generation (marginally bilingual)
Finnish Americans, e.g. music haal+i+in [ILL] 'into the music hall',
granddaughler+ i INOM, highway+ n IGEN], Lutheran kirkko+ on

[LL] 'to the Lutheran Church', highskoulu+sfa [ELA] 'from high

school', tuo lrish maan+i [NOM] 'that kishman', canoe trip+i+lld

4 The following abbreviations are used in the glosses: ACC - accusative; ADE -

adessive; coNo - conditional DET - determiner; ete' - elative; ESS - essive; GEN

- genitive; ¡.1 - illative; nre - inessive; nn - infinitive; NoM - nominative; nan
- partitive

5 Another reason for regarding green costume+issa as a switch is, of course,

that it shows phonological unassimilation (Halmari 1997'.179).
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[ADE] 'on a canoe trip'. In the present article, examples such as

these, which clearly lend supportto the idea of a struchral linguistic
continuum, are treated as integrated ('nonce') loans with a varying
degree ofmorpho-syntactic and phonological integration into the RL.
Both grammars are operational in an integrated loan, RL Finnish
morpholory and SL English phonology, contributing to the final
product siind green costume+issa (NP).

As table 2 suggests, both code-switching and borrowing are

used as "cover" terms (signifying 'processes') for
code-change/code-mix and integrated loanladapted loan,
respectively. More generally, the evidence presented in Lauttamus
(1990: 48) sfiongly suggests that "the two polar categories

[code-change as opposed to adapted loan] on the continuum can be

operationalized in linguistic terms on the basis of the notion
operational gromma4 whereas the definition of the distinction
between code-mixing and nonce-borrowing in the intermediate space

will depend on the nature of the language contact situation and

typology of the languages". It is a characteristic of Finnish, an

agglutinative language, that it relies heavily on inflectional
morphology, whereas English is highly analytic. The typological
distance between the two languages may therefore have an impact
on the nahre of code-switching and borrowing in a contact situation.

The data used in the present article has been elicited from the

two corpora collected by Pekka Hiwonen: (l) the "Florida" corpus
(1979-80), containing interviews in English with 36 mostly elderly
Finnish-bom aúrlts, and (2) the "Minnesota" corpus (1988-89),
containing interviews in Finnish with 53 elderly informants.
References will also be made to other comparable data,representing
first-generation speakers of either English or American Finnish (e.g.

Pietila 1989; Poplack et al. 1987). An application of the model
described here to the description of code-switching and bonowing
in the English of Finnish Australians is reported by Watson (1998).
There is no doubt that our data shows effects of old age on the
language development of the informants.
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In terms of the approach advocated in the present article, the

distinctions can be made as exemplified below. On the one hand, (i)
code-change (2)to (4), can be distinguished from (ii) code-mix, as

in (5) to (7), the symbol "-" indicating an audible pause:

(2\ It's a saying goes that er when you have no mother you you have no

father - and still I - I could er -
kuinkas sen nyt sanoisi englannin
how it+ACC now say+coND English+crN
kielella er kunnioittadl
language+ADE er respect+INF

'how would one say it in English now er respect?'

(3) You had to be here five years before you can

hakea - milut se sanotaan?

apply+nlF what it+NoM is said

'apply - how do you say it?' (Pietilä 1989: 195).

(4) But you know they notice right away that my English not so er

sujuvøa youknow@HYeah) - ei oo nluvaa.
fluent+PAR not is fluent+PAR

'fluent . .. it aint fluent'

It is characteristic ofcode-change, such as (2) and (3), that the SL
(Firurish) grammar and lexicon are operational on the switched item
which, in most cases, consists of a whole clause functioning as a

communication strategl (cf. Pietilä 1989: 194-197; Lauttamus 1 990:

6-9, 32-36). In (4), the code-change e i o o sui uvaa is triggered by the

preceding co de-rix sujuvaa,withthepartitive case ending in -4. All
these examples show that code-changes take place between surface

constituent boundaries but the exact switch site may vary
considerably.

(5) And then er there was a backyard you know and the mans you know
they they were erm that time so many Finnish - fellows they have to learn

you know that er
piilra - tyÒtòì

housemaid work+Pan
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(6) Well we make - er - like - er - all kinds of - er - kalasoppaø fñsh
soup+PAR] and kalølaatikkoø [fish casserole+PAR] you know - Finnish
casserole - er - fish casseroles like they make in Finland (Pietilä 1989:
le8.)

(7) He was er er ehdokkaanø [candidate+ess] for presidency too but he
didn't get any votes.

'as a candidate'

As opposed to code-changes, in code-mixes, such as (5) to (7),
however, the head or prepositionøl complement (as in 6) of the RL
phrase is characteristically replaced by a SL lexical item (usually a
noun) which retains the SL morphological and phonological form,
e.9., the partitive case ending n -ta or -a, as in (5) and (6), or the
essive case ending in -na, as in (7).

(8) They don't making those autos (ka) - isn't it funny I forgot it?

['cars'].

(9) But they stillhave joulupuuros f'Chnstmas puddings'l and ever¡hing -
andrusinasoppøs ['raisin soups'] @ietilä 1989: 197).

( l0) t. . . ] but er twenties and thirties were - were the worst time when when
they @H Well) they were really after the lahtariís. [a derogatory
nickname, meaning'slaughterers', given to the'white' (as opposed to'red')
soldiers in the Finnish Civil Warl.

On the other side of the continuum, we can distinguish between (iii)
integrated (honce') loan, as in (8) to (10), where the Sl-origin item
follows the morphosyntactic (the plural ending -s), but not
phonological, pattern of the RL, and (iv) adapted loan, which is
fully established, not only morpho-syntactically but also
phonologically and lexically, in the RL, so that the item in question
may also be accepted by the commrurity as a whole (cf. e.g., Poplack
et al. 1987: 52). It is thus difficult, if not impossible, to determine
whether any of the cases reported in Lauttamus (1990) or Pietila
(1989) meet the requirements of adaptation proposed for an adapted
loan. This leads to the conclusion that adapted loans, in the sense
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described above, are not common in the SZ (L1) --, rl (L2) üansfer
type ('imposition' or 'shift'), and may not be a valid category in
language shift. There is, in fact, no evidence of any phonologically
adapted loan in our English data. This finding is entirely predictable

becauseEnglish (RL, L2) is socially dominantoverFinnish (SL, Ll).
It also accords with the general fact that only a small percentage of
the borrowings in the speech of bilinguals are ever fully integrated
into the RL at the systemic level.

Similar cases of code-change, code-mix, and integrated loan
also occur in the other type of contact situation, i.e. English (L2) --+

Finnish (Ll), which was described above as an s/ (L2) - RL (LI)
transfer type ('bonowing transfer' or 'maintenance') in table 1.

Examples (1 1) to (12) represent the category ofcode-change:

Ja se oli se nuorempiki veli
And it was it+opr younger+clitic hz brother -
ei kaikista nuorin veli - se asuu tuol'
not all+pl¡, youngest brother he lives that+eDE
leikilla kans'-, Heart Lake'lla, joka on àa - niinku
lake+eDE also Heart Lake+ADE who is er like
half-brother they sa- say or whatever you want call it -
'And there was also this younger brother, not the youngest ofthem all, he

also lives by that lake, Heart Lake, who is er like ...'

(12) Niin siella oli tuota, kätilö, joka oli
So there was um, the midwife who was

heød of the district who has not practicedfor twenty years, and
there she was sill¿i oli se vauva kâdessä

it had it+osr baby hand+næ
'So there was um, the midwife who was ... she had the baby in her arms'

@oplack et al. 1987:38.)

Examples such as these clearly support the common view that
code-changes are, in general, multi-word fragments (mostly clauses

or whole phrases), which follow the lexical, phonological and

morphosyntactic rules of the sowce language. Accordingly,
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code-changes are not integrated into the RL but the SL grammar

operates on them.
Examples (13) and (14) represent the category of code-mix

rather than that of code-switch:

(13) Ja suomalaiset, niil' oli paha nimi flaughs] siinä,

And the Finns, they+enp ¡¡¿¿ a bad name it+INE

siihen aikaan, ne joufi black list
it+oer, u time+[L, they got blacklist
'And the Finns, they had a bad reputation in, at that time, they were
blacklisted'

(14) Må laitoin oikein ison semmosen
I made really big+Acc like
aluminumpan lihapullia
aluminum pan meatballs+PRn
'I made a really big like aluminum pan of meatballs' (Poplacket al. 1987.
3e.)

It should be noted that Poplack et al. (1987:51) regard cases such

as (14) as code-switches, characterizedby a "total lack ofinflection
on nouns". The NP black list in (13) and the intra-NP compound
aluminum pan in (14) would normally require inflection in Finnish,
the allative of black list'mustalle listalld, instead of the nominative
'musta lista', and the genitive of pan 'paÍrÍl n', instead of the
nominative 'pannu', respectively. The lack of obligatory
morphological inflection indicates that the item is not in agreement

with the Finnish case-assignment rule and should therefore be
considered a code-mix rather than a nonce loan. The evidence
reported in Poplack et al. (1987), Pietilä (1989) and Lauttamus
(1990) shows that most cases of code-mix (and those of nonce loan
for that matter) involve single lexical items (nouns).

Examples (15) and (16) represent the category ofintegrated
loan while (17) and (18) exemplify that of adapted loan. In confast
to the'shift'(imposition) situation, adapted loans are by far the most
common type of loan in the 'maintenance' (borrowing transfer)
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situation, particularly among the second-generation speakers in our
corpus.

(15) Ja ne asu miesten dormiloryssa,
And they lived men+GEN dormitory+nlE
mutta o, koulun miehiå ei ollu
but oh school+cpN men+pAR not be+past tense

'And they lived in men's dormitory, but o (?), there were no men of
schooling'

(16) Misis K. oli housekeeperina.

Mrs K. was housekeePer+tss

'Mrs K. was the housekeeper' @oplack et al. 1987:38.)

(17) You know, niink-u rcinttiìi, muute' me

You know, like rent+PAR, by the way (?) we
viistoista taalaa maksamma kuurrinttyä
fifteen buck+pan pay monthly rent+PAR

'You know, like rent, by the way (?) we pay fifteen dolla¡s monthly rent'

(18) Ja sitte
And then
tuolla no,

there well,

oli petiruumana
was bedroom+Ess
RäIfi tuli vanhemmaksi
Ralph became older

tuo, joka
that which
sitte ku
then when

me laitimme sille petiruuman, se oli kitsrnä
we made him bedroom+tcc, it was liúfuæ
ennen
before
'And then that which was the bedroom there well, then when Ralph

became older we made a bedroom for him, it used to be the kitchen'

Examples (1 5) and (16) show that integated ('nonce') loans are both

morphologically and syntactically (but not phonologically) integrated

into the RL, whereas adapted loans, as in (17) and (18), ale also
phonologically fully integrated into and adapted to the RL. So the

category adapted loan is valid in language maintenance. However,
it seems that adapted loans are less common among today's more

recently arrived Finnish Americans.
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There are some cases, however, which, in our view, even more
clearly support the structural continuum.6 This is exemplified in (19),
which represents one single turn:

(19) Joo, sillon ei ollu viel¿i freeray niin, sitte,
Yeah, then not was yet freeway+Q, ¡¡¿11, then,
sen jiilkeen, sillon ne rupes rakentaan freewaytä
it+cEN after, then they began build+nr¡ freeway+pA,R
'Yeah, then there was no freeway, well, then, after that, then they began
building the freeway'

The first itemfreeway in (19) shows no obligatory case-marking

þartitive), whereas the second itemfreewaytä follows the standard
Finnish morphological case-assigffnent rule. In the approach
proposed here the first occurrence is analyzed as a code-mix and the
second one as an integrated ('nonce') loan. It seems that the speaker
is able to move along the "switeh"- "loan" cline until the item
gradually consolidates itself (becomes more integrated). Halmari
(1997:49) regards a word *ch as freeway as a borrowing, because
it has no good Finnish counterpafi. She argues, however, that
otherwise the determining factor which differentiates a code-switch
from a borrowing is, tnfact, phonological unassimilation, instead of
morphological unassimilation (p. 179). In this view, both items in
(19) should be regarded as'switches', because neither of them are
phonologically assimilated to the RL. Halmari (1997 181) further
argues that "from the point of view of theory formation" it would be
"more satisfactory that the language ofone speaker in one speech
situation could be accounted for within one coherent framework". As
noted above, the idea ofa sfiuctural continuum advocated in the

6 Examples (19) and (20) have been elicited from l"tgeneration Finnish-born
informants (GlF02 and GlM08, respectiveþ. There is some evidence to
suggest that those instances which violate Finnish morphological rules (as the
first item .freewry in [19]) might be a sign of "beginning or ongoing
deterioration" in the informants' command of Finnish morphology (Halmari
1997 153).
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present article results in two different analyses of the items in (19),

and it may therefore have less explanatory power from a theoretical
point of view. However, given that our theory involves gtadience, it
is also conceptually natural to obtain these two analyses which show

non-discrete categories.
Example (20) shows how the degree of phonological

assimilation may vary in one single speech situation.

(20) Ei ollu enn- * ennåä hevosia sillon ettâ

Not was m- more horses then that
(I: Ja mita ne käytti sitten?) (I: 'And what did they use then?')

Trakia vain (I: Aha) fire truckia.

'trak'+i+PAIì only fire truck+i+v*
Joo, minäki aioin faiieritrukia
Yeah, I+too drove 'faijeritruk'+i+PAR
kolmeþmmentäyks vuotta
thirty-one years

'There were no horses then any more ... only a truck ... fire truck. Yeah,

I also used to drive a fire truck for thirty-one years'

It can be suggested that the RL (FinnisÐ speaker in (20) attempts to
imitate the phonological structure of the SL lexical item(fire)truck
to the best of his ability; there is hardly any phonological adaptation

(assimilation) at fust, but then the speaker follows a natural tendency

to adapt the word fire truck and hies to meet some of the

requirements of his native language phonological system:

faijeritrukia. Van Coetsem (199577) argues that adaptation and

imitationare in an either-or relationship. However, an example such

as (20) shows that from a synchronic point of view the same lexical

item may show features ofboth operations, imitation and adaptation.

As a result, we have to describelre truckia as a (morphologically)

integrated loan, but how should we describe trakia orføiieritrukia,
which show morphological integration into the RL but not complete

phonological assimilation (trakia, trukia) or unassimilation (faiieri)
to the original native vernacular? It seems to us, then, that also

phonological assimilation varies along a continuum, and neither can

phonological unassimilation be regmded as an either-or criterion. In
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our theoretical framework, both items are regarded as 'loans' rather

than'switches'.
To complement the structural linguistic discussion of

interference between the two languages, the focus should also be

placed on the psycholinguistic aspects of lexical interference.

Consistent with the argument in Poplack et al. (1987) and Lauttamus

( 1 990), the distinction between code-switching and bonowing is also

reflected in speech processing, mainly in the linguistic programing

and neurolinguistic control of speech production. The evidence

reported in Poplack et al. (1987), Pietilä (1989), and Lauttamus

(1990) supports the view that in the Finnish-English bilingual

settings (shift) code-switching is often forced on a speaker who has

difEculties in speech processing. It should be remembered, however,

this suggestion does not, by any meâns, apply to all bilingual
settings. Our informants, and those of Pietilä's (1989), are only
marginally bilingual, elderly speakers of Finnish and English. The

diffrculties or problems met by these speakers are usually transmitted

to the listener by means of a number of cues, such as discourse
particles (gambits suchas you know in examples [4, 5, 6]), hesitation

phenomena (pauses, filled pauses, fillers, elongated syllables,

repetitions, as in [2, 4,5,6]) and repairs. It is our firm belief that the

number of these discourse phenomena, hesitation phenomena in
particular, is larger than what is usually expected in monolingual or
bilingual speech. Pietilä (1989: 221) found a very sigrrificant

difference between her elderly and younger adults in hesitation
phenomena. Lauttamus (1990:27) suggests that an excess of these

discourse phenomena reflects not only general language attrition but
also the informants'insufñcient proficiency in English. It is likely
that the mode of discourse found among these informants may also

be associated with the way a marginal bilingual, or a language

leamer, processes speech. In addition, our data (Lauttamus &
Hirvonen 1998) suggests that an increasing number of code-changes

and code-mixes across the three generations may reflect the slow
atfition process of American Finnish, which will eventually die as

the number of the "old-timers" in America dwindles.
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4. Conclusion
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It is reasonable to argue that language contact phenomena such as

bonowing and code-switching can only be described in terms of a
holistic framework which incorporates various sfruchral linguistic,
psycholinguistic, sociolinguistic and pragmatic factors. Evidence

from Finnish-English marginal bilingualism supports the view that
code-switching and bonowing should be regarded as gradient

phenomena on a structural linguistic continuum. This is supported by
the fact that a considerable number of our examples show a varying
degree of morphological integration and phonological adaptation in
the items investigated even within a single speaker turn. Our data
also suggests that code-switching and borrowing behaviour may not
be constrained by one single grammar ¿ìmong marginal bilinguals
but, in fact, by two operational grammars, particularly in
code-mixing and nonce bonowing. However, many of the issues

discussed in the article still remain urnesolved until our data is
investigated more systematically and removed from the individual
level to the level of the whole speech community.

In Thomason & Kaufrnan's (1988) terminolory, the two fransfer
fypes, maintenanc e and shift,can be paralleled by the two processes,

(interference through) b orrowing and (interference through) shift. It
is, however, debatable whether such a sfict dichotomy is justified on

empirical grounds. Evidence from Finnish-English bilingualism
shows that 'nonce' borrowing (realized struchrally as integrated
loans) occurs in both language maintenance and shiftlike situations.
We must therefore conclude that the term borrowingitself should be
used in reference to (synchronic or diachronic) transfer in general,

and that the two basic transfer types, maintenance and shift, should

be applied to the description and prediction of the linguistic outcome

of the language contact rather than to the (synchronic) transfer
situations themselves.
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